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The Challenge
CBRE San Francisco was the listing broker for a 430,000
square foot office tower located at 100 Montgomery Avenue in the heart of San Francisco’s Financial District.
Key Information
The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) was in
the building under three separate leases set to expire
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in approximately 12 months at the time CBRE’s Federal
Lessor Advisory Group (FLAG) was brought in to assist
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the San Francisco team in the leasing process. At that the
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time, it was unclear which federal agencies actually ocRising Market Rates
cupied the space. The space had originally been leased
for DOJ’s Executive Office of Immigration Review (EOIR),
DHS’s Division of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), and Social Security’s Office of Disability Adjudication and Review (SSA ODAR).
At the time CBRE FLAG was engaged, the San Francisco market was extremely robust and it was assumed that GSA would not be able to pay the
increased rents and that GSA would insist on including “soft” term in any lease renewal, which was not acceptable to the Landlord.

The Solution
The CBRE FLAG team met with the CBRE San Francisco leasing team to determine a set of priorities and Landlord must-haves if GSA was to
remain. This included a financial package of term, rent, rent escalations and tenant improvements, as well as restack of the federal users to the
lower elevator bank to free up more valuable upper bank space. CBRE FLAG identified the actual federal occupants and analyzed their anticipated long term space needs. CBRE FLAG then worked with the local team to determine the competitive set that could meet the federal users’
needs but none provided a particularly attractive option given the mission of the agencies involved. CBRE FLAG also met with representatives
of the tenant agencies to gain an understanding of their view of their facility needs and their desire to remain at 100 Montgomery. Once CBRE
FLAG determined retaining the GSA was a viable option for the building, an unsolicited offer was prepared and submitted to GSA both in San
Francisco and Washington, DC. Follow-up meetings were held in each location with key decision-makers to stress the advantages of the offer,
GSA’s need to act promptly due to an extremely active market, and the probability that the space would be leased by private sectors tenants if
GSA could not commit to the proposed succeeding lease terms in a timely fashion.

The Results
Faced with limited relocation options, but just as importantly, presented with a demonstrably market based proposal to retain critical office space,
GSA moved quickly to reach a deal with the Landlord. Key to this was the support the Region 9 Office received from GSA’s Headquarters in DC.
The Landlord worked with GSA after the agreement-in-principle was reached to obtain the necessary Congressional approvals, and a new 10year lease was signed, which was viewed as favorable by all parties.

